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As in recent years, “Currents” offers several features that could easily have been included in 
the documentary or main slate programs. One of the most impressive of these is The Unstable 
Object II, in which Daniel Eisenberg continues the ambitious project he began a few years ago 
to film factory workers in different parts of the world. Part two begins in a prosthetics factory 
in Duderstadt, Germany, where following the stages of producing artificial body parts is as 
eerily hypnotic as any sci-fi narrative, and far more instructive. Eisenberg’s camera is as 
precision-geared as the meticulously executed labor it follows. In one unusually long scene, we 
watch the delicate, step-by-step fashioning of a human finger as it uncannily seems to come to 
life through the coordination, sensitivity, and finesse befitting a work of art. Intentionally or 
not, there is a disconnect between the visual excitement the film generates here—and later on 
in glove- and jean-making factories in Millau, France, and Istanbul, respectively—and the 
repetitive, unvaried nature of the labor that workers are engaged in hour after hour, day after 
day.  

Daniel Eisenberg, The Unstable Object II, 2022, DCP, color, sound, 203 minutes.

With only the faintest signs of action, let alone narrative, Ali Cherri’s The Dam impresses
through its magnificently photographed landscapes of northern Sudan, where Maher
(Maher Al Khair), an itinerant bricklayer, works by the Nile, yearning to be elsewhere.
While his loneliness is never articulated, close-ups of his face cast against expansive yet
confining vistas speak eloquently enough. Though we barely know what stirs within
Maher, the final long shots of him swimming in a vast body of water suggest a fleeting
promise of liberation or perhaps the real thing.

In addition to Maria Schneider, 1983, notable short works include Ute Aurand’s Renate,
Lawrence Abu Hamdan’s 45th Parallel, and Radu Jude’s The Potemkimists. Aurand’s
portrait of fellow filmmaker Renate Sami is as crisp in its execution as it is remarkably
expressive. In images both carefully selected and deceptively simple, Aurand conjures the
vibrant life of a woman whose openness to nature and strength of character are quietly
evoked by the actions that make up her day. Whether at her computer, sewing a dress,
reading from a German text, or sitting by a lake in the afternoon sun, all suggest a fullness
of engagement with life that belies the film’s concise runtime. In the penultimate shot,


